Wednesday, February 2, 2022

Vendor Setup - 8:00-11:30 am - East/West Terraces

Registration - 8:00-11:30 am - Convention Foyer

ACEC Business Meeting - 8:00-9:30 am - Stripmine

EMIT Technologies Tour - Organized by SEAWY - 9:30-11:30 am - Meet in Convention Foyer at 9:15 am
  ● Maximum of 25 people
  ● No transportation provided
  ● $20 per person

WySPE Business Meeting - 9:45-11:15 am - Stripmine

Lunch - 11:30-12:45 - President Presides - Geneva/Solitude - Recorded
  ● Opening remarks
  ● Invocation
  ● Welcome
  ● Recognize National Leadership and special guests
  ● State of the Society

Keynote/Combined Session - Introduced by VP - 12:45-2:15 pm - Geneva - Recorded
  ● Natrium Project - Tara Neider

Break/Vendor Interactions - 2:15-2:35 pm - East/West Terraces

Session 1 - 2:35-3:30 pm - Bighorn Convention Center
  Tract 1 - SURVEY - Warren - Part 2A - The Legal Process of Surveying - Sibley - Recorded
  Tract 2 - Water - Sierra Johnson - Lead and Copper Revisions: The Impact on Wyoming Drinking Water Systems - Diamond
  Tract 3 - Transportation - WYDOT - I-25/I-80 Interchange - Solitude
  Tract 4 - Geotech - Keller - Sheridan Landslide Project: Big Goose Creek Slope Rehabilitation - Geneva - Recorded

Break/Vendor Interactions - 3:30-3:50 pm - East/West Terraces

Session 2 - 3:50-4:45 pm - Bighorn Convention Center
  Tract 1 - SURVEY - Warren - Part 2B - Continued from Part 2A - The Legal Process of Surveying - Sibley - Recorded
  Tract 2 - Geotech - Laura Spencer - Applications of Mechanically Stabilized Earth - Diamond
  Tract 3 - Structural - John Jucha - Case Study: Denver Meow Wolf - Solitude
  Tract 4 - Infrastructure - Jeff Barron - Natural Gas to Rural Communities - Geneva - Recorded

Beer Break - 5:00-6:30 pm - East/West Terraces
  Exhibitor Raffle

Exhibitor Raffle
Thursday, February 3, 2022

Past President’s Breakfast - 7:00-8:20 am - Past President Presides - Labor May

Break - 8:00-8:20am

Session 3 - 8:20-9:15am - Bighorn Convention Center
Tract 1 - SURVEY - Warren - Surveying Part 3A - How Surveyors Make Countries - Sibley - Recorded
Tract 2 - Structural - Ben Nelson - A Common Sense Approach to Deferred Submittals and Delegated Design
Tract 3 - Water - Jeff Rhodes - On-Site Sodium Hypoclorite Generation - Solitude
Tract 4 - Transportation/Civil - Mike Robinson - Structural Section Design Considerations for Cold In-Place Recycling and Full-Depth Reclamation - Geneva - Recorded

Break/Vendor Interactions - 9:15-9:35am - East/West Terraces

Session 4 - 9:35-10:30am - Bighorn Convention Center
Tract 1 - SURVEY - Warren - Surveying Part 3B - Continuing Class from Part 3A - How Surveyors Make Countries - Sibley - Recorded
Tract 2 - Survey - Bob Green - Theory to Practice: Integrating Multiple Sensors to Complete a "Field to Finish Survey" - Diamond
Tract 3 - Society - Cindy Jones - E-Week - Solitude
Tract 4 - Infrastructure - Kelby Wilkison - After the Fire: Protecting Infrastructure and Natural Resources in Burn-impacted Regions - Geneva - Recorded

Break/Vendor Interactions - 10:30-10:50 am - Terraces

Session 5 - 10:50-11:45am - Bighorn Convention Center
Tract 1 - SURVEY - Warren - Surveying Part 3C - Continuing Class from Part 3B - How Surveyors Make Countries - Sibley - Recorded
Tract 2 - Survey - Bob Green - Theory to Practice: Integrating Multiple Sensors to Complete a "Field to Finish Survey" - Diamond
Tract 3 - Geotech - Nicholas Arlo - Challenges of Drilling and Grouting Abandoned Mines in Urban Areas - Solitude
Tract 4 - Transportation - Dustin Hocket and Laura Dalles - WYDOT Truck Arrestor - Geneva - Recorded

Scholarship Lunch - 11:45-1:00pm - Vice President Presides - Bighorn Convention Center - Geneva/Solitude
Opening Remarks
College Update
Scholarship and Student of the Year Awards
Project of the Year

Break/Vendor Interactions - 1:00-1:20pm - East/West Terraces
EMIT Technologies Tour - Organized by SEAWY - 1:00-3:00pm - Meet in Convention Foyer at 12:45 pm
- Maximum of 25 people
- No transportation provided

Session 6 – 1:20-2:15 pm - Bighorn Convention Center
  Tract 1 - SURVEY - Warren - Surveying Part 4A - Current and Future Laws - Sibley - Recorded
  Tract 2 - ASCE Membership Meeting - Diamond
  Tract 3 - Ethics - Rick Guerra - Solitude
  Tract 4 - Geotech - Charles Davis - HEIC - Geneva - Recorded

Break/Vendor Interactions - 2:15-2:35pm - East/West Terraces

Session 7 – 2:35-3:30pm - Bighorn Convention Center
  Tract 1 - SURVEY - Warren - Surveying Part 4B - Continuation of Part 4A - Current & Future Laws - Sibley - Recorded
  Tract 2 - NSPE Membership Meeting - Hosted by Rick Guerra - Diamond
  Tract 3 - SEAWY Membership Meeting - Solitude
  Tract 4 - Water - Jeff Rhodes - The Role of Smart Tanks in Distribution Water Quality Management - Geneva - Recorded

Break/Vendor Interactions - 3:30-3:45pm - East/West Terraces

WES Business Meeting 3:45-5:00 pm - Geneva/Solitude - Recorded
Moderator: Ryan Kobbe
- Minutes from 2020
- State of the society
- Wyoming Board of Professional Engineers and Professional Land Surveyors - Update
- Old Business
- New Business

Hosted Reception - New President Presides 5:00-7:00 pm - Geneva - Recorded
Opening Remarks
Thank Convention Chairs
State Board Update - Recognize PE, LS, EI, and SI recipients
Project of the Year Awards
2020 Engineer of the Year Award - Ryan Kobbe
Friday, February 4, 2022

ASCE Continued Education Courses - 8:00am - Noon - Bighorn Convention Center - Geneva - Recorded

ASCE - Part 1 Understanding and Developing Performance Criteria for Major Infrastructure Projects 8:00-10:00 am

ASCE - Part 2 - Floating Islands: an integrated systems approach to water health & compliance 10:00-noon

Surveyors Cont. - 8:00am - 10:00 am - Sibley - Recorded
Surveying Part 4C continued from Thursday Part 4B